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Dungeon defense paimon

After reading Chapter 1 of Volume 3, I assume the general will join a harem in the future. What about Barbatos? I can't find her... they do, yes, and yet I feel like strangers. And the funniest thing is that MC wants none of the members in their harem have them. I saw the girl with the as a future harem perspective when
she was first introduced, but this no longer seems to be more of an eye of things. Can you guys who read the raw spoil me the girls who join the harem/ or just become loyal to him... Page 2 15 comments I am the Demon Master of the 12th rank and second in command of the mountain faction. I have an extraordinary
possession of the affection of The Great Sys Pimon -Sitri declares his status as datoyan sitri is the antagonistic character of the series dungeon defense defense light novel. She is the 12th Demon Lord of the Order of 72, who rules all demons. She is a loyal member of the Mountain Faction and an acting General of
Pamon, headed by the 9th Demon Lord. She is also a trusted collaborator of Ivar Lodbrok and her company Keunkuska. The species is much larger. Her hair color looked like fire and a half looked like water. Personality[edit] Background[edit] I'm a meathead, so I don't understand really hard things so well. Things like
politics are something Big Sis Paimon will think and ponder... - Sytri accidentally explains her position in The Mountain Faction of Dantalian Somehow or another, Sytri develops a strong and energetic caring attitude and devotion to Pacion. As such, she strongly supported and obeyed her, as she often helped Payman.
Pimon doesn't even know he's supporting her in the shadows. As a faithful and faithful object of Pymon, she came to be aware of Pymon's suffering towards the Republic of Batavia. She is an acting general and second in command of the Mountain Faction. While it may not look like it, it is actually sharp on political
issues. However, there are many illegal rumors around Sytry. One of whom claims to be a hermaphrodite pervert who has an extravagant record that says she slept with each individual race, along with every gender of any race that exists within the demon continent. All these rumors, however, were apparently created on
purpose to place prejudice on the people she met and to make them ignore her. Timeline[edit] Volume 1[editing the code] -Sytri was mentioned only by Lazuli about Sytri's relationship with the company Keunkuska. Backstage, she supported the rank of 9th Demon Lord Pymon and left after the events of Walpurgi's night.
Volume 3[edit / edit] Source] Sytri is one of the demonic lords who actively conference of demonic lords. While she was commanded by Payman, Sytri tried to provoke Dantelian to create a political conflict that could slow the war down. With this, its soldiers without restrictions tried to banish the daltellian through vulgar
insults while throwing a snow mixture of mud at him. In response, the Berber sisters tried to cover up Dantalian to conquer him. However, after the sensor smoothly handled the situation by cleaning up the witches and enduring the provocation, Sitri's mood fell off because she had failed to fulfill Pymon's wish. At that
point, she had long regarded Dantalian as a political enemy because of his sour relationship with Pimont. The recent event naturally contributed to the intensity of this hostility. Volume 4[edit] Edit source] Immediately after the Speech of the Crescent War, Sytri easily noticed Pymon's particular interest in Datelian. She
hated the idea that there was someone other than her who received Pimon's extraordinary love. Of course, she didn't know Pimon wanted to recruit him because of their similar ideology. With the opportunity to judge the nature of Dantalian by Pymon, Sytry randomly tries to poison him out of jealousy, but she is caught in
the red. However, she does not feel guilty about this, especially now that she finally understands the outlines of the date character and the strong desire for power. That's even better when the sensor bluntly tucks Pimon at the ends, showing her Memoria Artifact that Paimon is well versed in paimon again pathetically
apologizing for his past hostile and aflific leaving. As the acting general of Paymon, she in her persia performed her role in many battles, but not all of them on the surface victory. This was the case with the defeat incident, when it failed to lure enemy troops. When Pachan decided to visit the sensor again in prison, she
naturally tried to stop her because of her concerns that Pimon might encounter an unfavorable development with Datelian and Barbatos, headed by 8th Demon Lord. However, worry was the only thing she could do after Pimont made her firm choice. Volume 5[edit edit] Through control by the leader of the Sytri Mountain
Faction at some stage of quietly presenting laura de Farnesse's war speech with the help of Ivar Lodbrok for poor thinking in the social hierarchy of people. People's civil unrest may ultimately give Pamon an advantage in his fight against humanity, even though the entire operation was kept secret by Pamon. Since both
Pymon and Barbatos were involved in the processing of the purge, Sitri became a Judge of Dantalian in trial. Hating the idea that she, who had previously tried to take his own life, was the same person who accepted the role of her judge, Datelian urged her to apologise. However, it deliberately rejects the At this point,
one of the Berber witch sisters recorded the conversation with an Artifact from Memoirs, but was soon captured by Sytry. However, Sitri deliberately spared the witch while covering her up on the pretext that she was on her behalf. After he was forced to accept his apology, the trial continued. After his dismissal, she
threatened to warn him not to behave again. Sytri then received contact from Ivar Lodbrok, who was seeking information about the purge. With this, Sytri took the opportunity to receive a favor from him by informing him of the purge. With a bad intention to ruin Dantalian, she asked Ivar to inform the ranked 5th Demon
Lord Marbas about the purge as a favour. During the retreat of the majority of the Crescent Army to the demonic land to purge the traitors in the back, Sytry voluntarily blocked Elizabeth Von Habsburg, who was persecuted after noting Dantalian's intention to remain in the buttocks. In doing so, it seeks to prevent an
acting General of Dantalian Laura de Farnesse from gaining merit. Knowing this, she approached Datelian on her own to threaten him again to get him to know his place, advising him to let her fend off the stalkers on his own. When Elizabeth created a wild fire in the woods, Sytri's ambush was naturally neutralized. As
the situation began to escalate, she was forced to fight until he was captured by Marbas, a ranked 5th Demon Lord who was also in pursuit of hostility due to the recent behaviour of Pamon and Barbatos in conducting an unjustified purge. Among the demonic lords, Sitri is considered the third strongest Demon Lord,
based on brute personal power. She was just below the rank of 8th demon Lord Barbatos and ranked 2nd Demon Lord Agares. Datelian once remarked that Sitri was among the five he had to pay attention to deliberately. She somehow knows the fact that the Datets, along with Barbatos, started the large-scale war. He
has a sword called the Connecting Blade. It is considered her favorite weapon. It has the ability to extend and the user's contract will. Dantalian once remarked that he and Sytri are similar people. As a hermaphrodite, she also owns pΟnis and vΟgina. Quotation marks [edit] (source edit] (Date: A pity that is beyond
salvation and was born diverted. Something that was born broken. Something that became more broken after birth. Why do these venomous snakes like these continue to be born in the world? If you are going to be born broken, then it will be better to die at the moment of birth. This is a difficult thing to understand. I will
sympathise with all of you. I will guide you all. It will probably be difficult to understand. throw away your greed, but I'il help you throw it away. It's a tough road. I understand. they have walked this path above all else. Even the little dirt scattered along the way will hurt if you step on them with bare feet. You don't know pain
because you soaked in the soles of leather shoes. Your greed is your skin. Take it off. Drop it. Admit that you are all useless and unnecessary junk. To. It's a tough road. It's hard to do. You should know it's immeasurable. You've gone too far because you don't know your limit, so if you want to suppress it, you need to be
aware of the fact that there's a boundless net scattered over your head. Don't try to break it. It's not going to break. It is a network that has been thrown over the history of the Crescent Union for 500 years. Don't raise your head too much. If you do, they'il catch you. - You're really hard-working, Skinibos. I'm not bored, no
matter how much I look at you. Yup. How can I say that? Don't you have that experience? In those times when you don't stare at an ant that hangs on the ground for no reason whatso. This kind of feeling – (To Dantalian): Insects are interesting. Just watching them is interesting. Why do ants move like this without taking
a break? How can honeybees easily manoeuvre when they are hit by the rain even though they have hair? Why do fireflies live while illuminating their bodies and luring people by doing so? Although there are times when I indulge while looking at these insects, I unconsciously feel sentimental that everyone is doing these
things to make the world beautiful·.
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